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This revised and updated 13 week study&#x97;ing a workbook format &#x97;goes back to the

biblical basics of prayer, cleaning out myths about prayer to rev up a powerful, ongoing connection

to God that can invigorate every aspect of a Christian&#x92;s life. The author tackles the complex

theological questions: If God is sovereign, why pray? If prayer is not a way to change God'&#x92;s

mind, what is it?  Prayer is a way, Jennifer illustrates, for God to send His power and provision into

the world through His people. The study takes a detailed look at prayer&#x92;s purpose, process,

promise, and practice.
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I consider Live a Praying Life one of the best books ever written on prayer. --Janet Holmes

McHenry, author of PrayerWalkI have used  Live a Praying Life in my personal study. I love the way

Jennifer Kennedy Dean explains biblical truths in a way that excites me and inspires my prayer life.

--Tricia Goyer, author of Blue Like Play DoughFull of deep spiritual truths, Live a Praying Life helps

answer some of the questions we have all grappled with over this mystery of prayer. Jennifer

Kennedy Dean's insightful teaching and this study's interactive format invite us to practice a new

way of praying. You will never be the same! --Nancy Stafford, actress and author of Beauty by the

Book



Life A Praying Life is one of the most comprehensive studies of prayer available. It takes the reader

beyond the easy, glib, memorized answers and looks at the complexities of prayer. Author Jennifer

Kennedy Dean leaves no stone unturned in her qu est to know what makes prayer work the way its

supposed to work. She has found answers from the Word of God that will both challenge and

delight. Refreshing, freeing. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.

This study is great for every Believer from the new Christian to the seasoned warrior. While the

emphasis is certainly prayer it is so much more and leads one to understand relationship with God

in a new way. We have many very mature women in our study group and they all are saying the

same thing: this study connects the dots; crosses the t's and dots the i's like no study they have

ever done. The videos are good but not necessary if you don't want to invest in them. I do love the

video teaching however, if money is an issue everything she says on video is repeated in the study.I

rate this a 5-star and would recommend it for private study or group study. It will change your walk

with Christ.I also would recommend the 40 day personal devotional by the same author: Altar'd as

well as the six week study: Set Apart. In fact I would recommend anything she has written. She's

very Biblically based and an incredible teacher using simple illustrations to teach Truth in an

interesting, relevant way.

I'm on week 5 of this book and am going to finish it. I've learned so much already from this study on

prayer. It offers a simple way to understand prayer and how it works. I don't know how I never put

this all together before. Each week of study has five days of homework. The days are completed

very easily in about 10-15 minutes. There is not as much homework as I expected there to be, but

this is a good thing for me because it allows time to pray each day.

Oh my gosh! I have been in bible study my whole adult life (36 years) and yet this study "Live a

praying life" taught me so very much. In fact I wish my women's group would of taken 2 weeks for

each lesson, that is how much there was to learn. I plan on doing the lessons again in the near

future. Jennifer Kennedy Dean has devoted her life to the study of prayer and she is really a good

teacher. You will not be disappointed.

A refreshing look in how to communicate with God.

Excellent resource on prayer. I use it for personal bible study but it is great for group study too.



Jennifer hits the mark teaching on what prayer is. Easy to understand, and the questions at the end

of each chapter give an opportunity to digest and reformulate in your mind what was read

previously.

My soul feasted on this. I've learned a new way to pray. I have developed an even greater prayer

life.

I forgot how I stumbled across this book but I'm very grateful that I did. Jennifer is a blessing! I've

learned a lot about praying and I know feel more comfortable and confident in my own praying life.

Will begin reading it again!

If you only read one book on prayer, this should be it! Having read many other books on prayer I

skeptically picked this up after reading many recommendations. I was not disappointed. It

challenged me to think about prayer in new ways (and that's a feat right there for a regular

church/bible study girl.) It also inspired me to unleash more of God's power in my life and others

through prayer. Highly recommend this book study.
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